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The keys of future luminaries tell us that molecular biology
will work within medical astronomy towards adjusting
geometric pressure fluctuations which underlie mechanisms
controlling “Immune Reactions” to “New Limbs,” “New Organs,”
“New Tissues,” with “New” axiatonal lines stimulated
by noise temperature calibrations.

1. There is at work within all biological systems a path of interchangeability to standardize unique vibratory levels. Our galactic body of creation controls its renewing functions through meridian axiatonal lines which are the equivalent of acupuncture lines
that can connect with resonating star systems.
2. These axiatonal lines are not limited to a physical body or a biological creation, but
are open-ended and can connect the body vehicle with axiatonal lines that emanate
from the various star populations and exist as chemical code mechanisms.
3. When Man can discover the connection between his life space and the axiatonal
grids controlling the body through endless cell division, Man will have a new superscience known as medical astronomy.
4. For the human body is a microcosmos or small space-time field within a larger field.
If we can maintain this view, we can recognize that acupuncture is one of the first
empirical demonstrations of biological scaling within the universe.
5. If we are to approach acupuncture from the standpoint of biophysics and also under
stand the higher force fields which go through the human system as a small openended universe, then we can understand how this thinking organism known as the
human being can be attached to other thinking organisms within the local universe.

6. In essence, Man is a floating biological sub-system existing between Magnetic fields.
The Magnetic fields shape the embryological lines of growth and correspond to magnetic grids delineated within the body.
7. These embryological lines are controlled by biochemical clocks which, in turn, are
controlled by the magnetic resonance factors in the immediate universe.
8. Answers to problems of growth, connected with the biochemical clocks in the human
body, will come from experiments conducted outside the earth’s gravitational and
electromagnetic field.
9. The human evolution is a “preconditioned experiment” within a world of happen
stance relativity. Without higher evolutionary programming or direct programming
by an Overself intelligence, the human biological system must go back into the
overall flux of Magnetic fields when the system is discorporated.
10. When Man is directly programmed by an Overself, he is no longer kept in biochemical slavery within a three-dimensional consciousness by the “apparent realities” of
the earth.
11. In this case, the body is a grid of magnetic domains which moves between the
primary blueprint of the Overself and the pattern angles of the human organs
(i.e., the axial relationship).
12. The lines which tie together these magnetic domains are the axiatonal lines.
13. The axiatonal lines can exist independent of the Overself but still require the governing functions of the Higher Evolution.
14. The governing functions are required because the axiatonal grid structures pass
through several evolutionary orders, all sharing and working in the same local life
space on different dimensions of activity.
15. Therefore, the axiatonal grids tend to enter and interface with the biological activity
taking place on higher and lower vibratory frequencies within the space being used
by various biologies. Yet, these grids are not governed by the laws and mechanisms
controlling physical evolution, for they operate by means of their own accretion of
energy for maintenance.
16. However, on this planet it is important to know that acupuncture lines qua acupuncture lines can be acquired with “progressive” and “regressive” axiatonal lines. This is
due to the residual effects of the human rebellion.
17. Therefore, acupuncture, as used during the last 12,000 years of evolutionary existence, was cut off from the “progressive” higher start programming channels when
the root races revolted against the programming of the Father. This caused the
twelve biophysical meridians to be truncated from direct connection with the
Overself.

18. Furthermore, the biological interconnection with the higher astronomy was lost at
that time which requires the intervention of the Office of the Christ to restructure the
axiatonal lines.
19 Until this time, the body has been left to work on molecular biological levels with
only limited magnetic resonance patterns to continue the functions of the amino acids, the basic building blocks of life.
20. Thus, non-Adamic characteristics appeared in the human race because the molecular biological levels were cut off from the data transmission system sustaining
the mechanisms of both higher medical astronomy, as well as bioelectrical activities
of the Higher Evolution.
21. In other words, Man was cut off from the higher star points that are necessary to
maintain a perfected form of the Adam Kadmon.
22. In order to reconnect the biological interconnection with the higher energy planes
serving higher evolutionary programming, the acupuncture lines of the old program
have to be attached to “new” axiatonal lines (at their intersections) if the cellular
grids are to be in harmony with all physical manifestations permitted by the governing hierarchy.
23. This is the bringing together of molecular biology with medical astronomy within
programs of creation.
24. Man, at this time, is being advanced to a new biological program of creation.
25. This advancement requires his acupuncture lines be extended to axiatonal lines
that will be connected directly with the Overself, for if Man is to go on into further
soul progression, he must connect his axiatonal lines to his Overself which is also
making an ascension into the next quantum level of the Adam Kadmon, just as the
Adam Kadmon body is making an ascension into a completely new program in our
Son universe.
....
29. The axial lines are part of a fifth-dimensional circulatory system combining color
and sound, which are used to draw from the Overself body the basic energy used
for the renewing functions of the human evolutionary body.
....
32. Hence, the axiatonal lines can be used for the complete regeneration of an organ
and even to resurrect the dead, when activated by the proper energies.
33. The key is to be used at the time when the human evolutionary molecular grids are
in direct alignment with the higher evolutionary resonance grids, permitting ultrasonic pulsations to allow for direct changes within vascular bodies.
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